LOVIN’ OUR NEW MEMBERS!

This year the Theta Omicron Chapter of Alpha Chi Omega participated in informal recruitment during the spring. Anna Christensen ’13, the new VP of Recruitment, put on a great week of events. During the first week of classes, there was cupcake decorating, tye-dying, and our classic fondue! After a week of meeting some great girls, the new pledge class consists of six awesome girls: Erin Bailie ’15, Ellie Fodor ’15, Carolyn Holz ’15, Meg O’Dell ’15, Emily Perritt ’14, and KayKay Wopat ’15. The girls, their mystagogues, and a few sisters enjoyed dinner at Bertucci’s!

Personal Development—Sushi Style

Personal Development Chairs Liz Simon ’13 and Vicky Enjamio ’14 put on a sushi making event on February 25th in the McCormick Country Kitchen. About twenty sisters showed up and learned the art of sushi making. Yukino Nagai ’15 and Jenny Shen ’15 were extremely helpful in teaching their fellow sisters how to do sushi the right way!
House Cleaning 2012

House cleaning took place on February 10th this year. As it was also the day of the Super Bowl, it was a sport themed event. Some girls even wore shirts and jerseys to support their favorite football teams. All the sisters put in a great effort into getting our house cleaned! Even the Blue Room was spotless! The kitchen was attacked with vigor, and even the stove got a great cleaning! After a quick lunch break everyone got right back to work, leaving the house looking amazing! After house cleaning a CRIB session was held to get the sisters ready for informal recruitment in the coming week.

Exec Retreat 2012

February 12th, the new exec board had their retreat. They started the retreat at the house handling important business and then followed it up with bonding at a local pizza place. The group discussed their goals for the year and hot topics for the semester. Next they headed over to Sky Zone for some fun group bonding! After making their way back to Boston they warmed up with some delicious hot drinks from Starbucks!

Salsa Mixer with SigEp

On Saturday February 25th, AXO had a salsa mixer with Sigma Phi Epsilon. Natasha Rodriguez ‘15 and Josh Santos ‘14 led the night with their great moves. There was a great turnout on both sides. Andrea Gutierrez ‘14 had this to say about the mixer, “Well it was a really fawesome mixer. We learned basic steps and turns and even made time for the catdaddy and cha cha slide. We got to learn from a brother of sig ep and one of very own Nathasha, member of casino rueda salsa club at MIT.”
Sister Sightings!

AXO '15s at the Freshman Snowflake Ball

Ana Vazquez '15, Colleen Rock, '14 and Julie Harrow '12 on a family outing.

Casey Landry '14 and Andrea Gutierrez '14 on a fun outing!

Julia Titarelli '13 and Erin Bailie '15 show off their cookie creation

The 15’s and their New Member Educator (Julie Harrow’12) make delicious pasta.